The generalization of fear is adaptive in that it allows an animal to respond appropriately to novel threats that are not identical to previous experiences. In contrast, the overgeneralization of fear is maladaptive and is a hallmark of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), a psychiatric illness that is characterized by chronic symptomatology and a higher incidence in women compared to men. Therefore, understanding the neural basis of fear generalization at remote time-points in female animals is of particular translational relevance. However, our understanding of the neurobiology of fear generalization is largely restricted to studies employing male mice and focusing on recent time-points (i.e., within 24-48 h following conditioning). To address these limitations, we examined how male and female mice generalize contextual fear at remote time intervals (i.e., 3 weeks after conditioning). In agreement with earlier studies of fear generalization at proximal time-points, we find that the test order of training and generalization contexts is a critical determinant of generalization and context discrimination, particularly for female mice. However, tactile elements that are present during fear conditioning are more salient for male mice. Our study highlights long-term sex differences in defensive behavior between male and female mice and may provide insight into sex differences in the processing and retrieval of remote fear memory observed in humans.
INTRODUCTION
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a debilitating psychiatric illness that emerges following exposure to a life-threatening experience and is characterized by four symptom clusters: reexperiencing, avoidance, negative alterations in mood or cognition, and hyperarousal (APA, 2013 ). An important clinical manifestation of PTSD is the overgeneralization of fear or enhanced distress to environmental cues that resemble the life-threatening experience (APA, 2013) . Patients who suffer from PTSD have greater difficulty in suppressing fear in a safe environment or in the presence of safety cues (Jovanovic et al., 2010) . For example, in a laboratory setting, individuals with PTSD have greater difficulty relative to control subjects in discerning perceptually similar rings from those paired with a shock (i.e., fear-conditioned rings; Kaczkurkin et al., 2017) . PTSD is therefore associated with broader generalization gradients (Grillon et al., 2009; Jovanovic et al., 2012; Homan et al., 2019; Starita et al., 2019) .
The incidence of PTSD is significantly higher in women than in men (Kessler et al., 2005; Tolin and Foa, 2006) . Given that PTSD involves alterations in fear learning and memory (Ross et al., 2017) , understanding the environmental constraints that control fear generalization between sexes is an important area of research (Lissek et al., 2010; Dunsmoor and Paz, 2015; Lissek and van Meurs, 2015; Liberzon and Ressler, 2016; Lopresto et al., 2016; Jasnow et al., 2017) . In this regard, rodent fear conditioning paradigms represent a powerful tool for examining how environmental parameters interact to influence fear generalization as a function of sex (Parsons and Ressler, 2013; Maeng and Milad, 2017; Asok et al., 2019a) .
Like humans, when rodents are confronted with a potentially threatening stimulus or an environment, they must select an appropriate defensive response (Fanselow and Lester, 1988; Blanchard and Blanchard, 1989; Mobbs et al., 2015) . Because current and past experiences are not identical, the selection of a response is based on the immediately available cues and contextual information that predict danger or safety. This process often entails the generalization of a defensive response (e.g., freezing in rodents) to an environment that was never explicitly learned to be dangerous (Dunsmoor and Paz, 2015; Dymond et al., 2015; Jasnow et al., 2017) . In recent years, rodent behavioral studies have discovered a variety of molecular, cellular, and neural circuit mechanisms that influence fear generalization (for review, see Asok et al., 2019a) . These studies have revealed how internal states may interact with environmental contingencies to modulate sex differences in fear generalization (Day et al., 2016; Keiser et al., 2017) . For example, ovariectomized female rats given estradiol replacement exhibit enhanced fear generalization via activation of cytosolic estrogen receptors in the hippocampus (Lynch et al., 2013 (Lynch et al., , 2016 . However, the role of female hormonal fluctuations in fear generalization is not so clear in that other studies have shown that hormonal changes: (1) may have a greater influence on fear extinction (Milad et al., 2009) ; and (2) do not influence contextual fear generalization (Keiser et al., 2017) .
Despite controversy on the role of hormones in fear acquisition, fear extinction, or fear generalization, these studies have been critical for probing the biological factors that influence aversive experiences in females. Yet, much of this work has focused on fear generalization at recent time points after conditioning (i.e., 24-48 h). Given that PTSD is associated with progressive and chronic symptomatology as well as a higher incidence in women (Kessler et al., 2005; Nemeroff et al., 2006; Tolin and Foa, 2006) , it is therefore important to examine the environmental factors which modulate generalization between sexes over longer time intervals, as this may identify key environmental variables that modulate sex-dependent fear generalization in PTSD.
Environmental, or contextual, elements exert a powerful influence over fear generalization. This is especially true for rodent studies that examine fear generalization using a contextual fear conditioning (CFC) paradigm, where the elements of an environment (e.g., sounds, lighting, textures, space, etc.) are bound into a unitary contextual representation (O'Reilly and Rudy, 2001; Rudy et al., 2004; Rudy, 2009; Maren et al., 2013) . In CFC, a neutral stimulus (i.e., a unique context) is paired with an unconditioned stimulus (US) such as a foot shock-which has been suggested to serve as a proxy for trauma (Liberzon and Ressler, 2016) . The neutral stimulus is associatively transformed into a conditioned stimulus (CS) that can subsequently elicit freezing on future presentations (Maren, 2001) . Following CFC, generalization occurs when a context that is perceptually related, but not identical, to the conditioning context elicits a similar conditioned response (Asok et al., 2019a) . Moreover, the saliency of particular stimulus elements during conditioning can have a profound influence over whether fear becomes generalized. For example, tactile feedback from the electrified grid floors as well as odors present in the conditioning chamber are particularly salient features for mice and are capable of modulating fear memory, generalization, and context discrimination (Huckleberry et al., 2016) .
In addition, fear generalization is subject to a number of temporal constraints. The order of context exposure prior to, or following conditioning, as well as the similarity between the conditioning and testing contexts, can produce differential effects on fear generalization (Tronel et al., 2005; Huckleberry et al., 2016; Keiser et al., 2017) . However, fear generalization can naturally emerge with the passage of time in both rodents (Wiltgen and Silva, 2007) and humans (Leer et al., 2018) , and may accompany the normal systems consolidation of a fear memory (Biedenkapp and Rudy, 2007; Wiltgen et al., 2010; Dudai et al., 2015; Poulos et al., 2016) .
In light of the sex-dependent, contextual, and temporal factors that influence fear generalization, we examined how pre-and post-conditioning exposure to different contexts and elements of a context influence fear generalization and context discrimination at remote time intervals in both male and female mice. Our study highlights several key environmental parameters that may contribute to the stress-related, sex-dependent emergence of fear generalization.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Wild-type male and female mice (C57BL/6J background) were obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) at 9-10 weeks of age. Animals were housed in the vivarium at the Zuckerman Institute at Columbia University, and maintained on a standard 12 h : 12 h light-dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water. This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Animal Research Handbook made available by the Office of the Executive Vice President for Research at Columbia University. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Columbia University.
Behavioral Experiments
Estrous Cycle
Naturally cycling females were used in all experiments, given that the C57BL/6J background is relatively insulated from the effects of the estrous cycle with respect to fear conditioning (Meziane et al., 2007; Keiser et al., 2017) . Indeed, the effects of estrous phase on fear memory in rodents are more relevant to fear extinction (Milad et al., 2009; Blume et al., 2017) . Nevertheless, in our study, we performed limited visual monitoring of estrous cycle phase, as described in Byers et al. (2012) . Among five female cohorts evaluated in remote generalization experiments and for which estrous phase was assessed (n = 75 mice in total), there were no significant differences in phase distribution between experimental groups on the day of fear conditioning (X 2 (8) = 8.73, p = 0.3656). The percentage of mice in proestrus-when estradiol and progesterone levels are highest-on the day of fear conditioning ranged from 0 to 20% (0-3 mice per group, for a total of six animals in proestrus). Combining these five groups (n = 75 mice in total) and measuring post-shock freezing levels as a function of estrous phase, we detected no significant differences between groups by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; F (2,72) = 0.2827, p = 0.7546). Although potential effects of proestrus on retrieval testing cannot be entirely ruled out due to the relatively small representation of proestrus mice during training, exclusion of these animals from statistical analyses of behavioral data has no impact on significance or interpretation (data not shown), and so these data points were retained. Our results are consistent with those of earlier reports (Meziane et al., 2007; Keiser et al., 2017) .
Contextual Fear Conditioning and Generalization
All behavioral experiments were conducted on mice between 12-14 weeks of age. Fear conditioning experiments were conducted using a cubic chamber with the following dimensions: 30 cm (L) × 24 cm (W) × 21 cm (H). The fear conditioning chamber was housed in a sound-attenuating enclosure equipped with an infrared camera for automated measurement of freezing, which was quantitated using Video Freeze software (Med Associates, Inc., St Albans City, VT, USA). For standard CFC, mice were exposed to a 3 min session, with a 2 s shock (0.7 mA) presented at 2 min and again at 2.5 min. In the brief training protocol, two shocks of the same intensity and duration as in the standard protocol were administered over the course of an 8 s session, whereupon animals were immediately returned to their home cages. Control animals were exposed to the fear conditioning chamber for 3 min in the absence of shock. Three contexts were used as indicated: Context A (70% ethanol odorant, white light, metal floor grid, no roof insert); Context B (4% peppermint extract, no light, smooth flooring, triangular roof insert); and Context C (same as Context B, but with metal floor grid used in Context A). Animals were only exposed to foot shocks during initial fear conditioning in Context A. To evaluate retrieval, animals were exposed to the indicated test contexts for a duration of 3 min. For context pre-exposure experiments, test mice were placed in Context A for 10 min in the absence of foot shocks on one or two consecutive days as indicated, and then subjected to standard fear conditioning in Context A the following day. Control mice in the pre-exposure experiments were not pre-exposed to Context A, but were subjected to the same course of fear conditioning and retrieval as the other test groups. At the conclusion of the fear conditioning or retrieval sessions, mice were immediately returned to their home cages.
Contextual memory retrieval or generalization were evaluated at 24 h, 48 h, or 21 days and 22 days later, as specified, in the absence of shocks. For quantitation of all behavioral data from fear conditioning and generalization experiments, % time freezing was used.
Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using the total percentage of time spent freezing and by computing a discrimination index [% time freezing in Context A/(% time freezing in Context A + Context B)]; (Wiltgen and Silva, 2007) . All values are reported as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). All behavioral data were analyzed by one-, two-, three-way ANOVA, or t-test as specified, using GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, Inc.). Cohort and sample sizes are specified in the text and figures. Post hoc comparisons performed after significant ANOVA results are specified when used. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05 '' * '', p < 0.01 '' * * '', p < 0.001 '' * * * '', and p < 0.0001 ''#''.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Remote Contextual Fear Generalization in a Distinct Context Is Modulated by Sex and Test Order
Previous studies in mice have determined that contextual fear generalization at proximal time intervals (24-48 h after fear conditioning) is sensitive to both sex and the test order of the training and generalization contexts (Huckleberry et al., 2016; Keiser et al., 2017) . Thus, we first examined the influence of sex and test order on the generalization of contextual fear at remote time-points (3 weeks after fear conditioning). In our initial experiments, we designed the training and generalization contexts to be as perceptually distinct as possible from one another to establish baseline levels of generalization (Figure 1 ). Male and female mice were conditioned in the training context (Context A) and then tested 21 days later to measure freezing in either Context A or the generalization context (Context B; Figure 2A ). Both test orders (A→B and B→A) were evaluated in separate cohorts of mice, with a 24 h period between retrieval tests (Figure 2A) . (Keiser et al., 2017 ; but see Huckleberry et al., 2016) . Female mice that were tested in Context A prior to Context B also exhibited relatively higher freezing in the training context, while those tested in the reverse test order (B→A) showed similar levels of freezing to both contexts ( Figure 2B ; Females A→B: p < 0.0001 for freezing in Context A vs. Context B). A more pronounced effect of test order in females than males was also observed for proximal time-points by Keiser et al. (2017) .
To probe these effects further, we calculated a discrimination index based on the ratio of time spent freezing in each of the test contexts. This analysis confirmed our initial findings showing high levels of context discrimination [calculated as % time freezing in Context A/(% time freezing in Context A + Context B)] in the first three experimental groups (i.e., males A→B and B→A, and females A→B), while the female (B→A) cohort showed minimal departure from chance-level freezing. Analysis of the discrimination data by two-way ANOVA identified main effects of both Sex and Test Order, as well as a sex × test order interaction ( Figure 2C ; Sex: F (1,56) = 6.45, p = 0.0139; Test Order: F (1,56) = 15.35, p = 0.0002; Sex × Test Order: F (1,56) = 16.06, p = 0.0002). Bonferroni post hoc comparisons revealed significant differences between the female (A→B) vs. (B→A) groups (p < 0.0001). Thus, in experimental paradigms employing completely distinct training and generalization contexts, only female mice tested in the (B→A) order were incapable of discriminating between contexts.
Finally, because there appeared to be additional meaningful comparisons in Figure 2B that were not detected by the original three-way ANOVA-in particular, freezing to Context B across experimental groups, and therefore generalization-we re-analyzed the effects of test order in males and females separately by two-way ANOVA to increase statistical power. (Fanselow, 1986 (Fanselow, , 1990 Rudy et al., 2004; Rudy, 2009; Sauerhofer et al., 2012; Maren et al., 2013) . Given the femalespecific influence of test order on discrimination between distinct contexts in Experiment 1, we compared the impact of brief training vs. standard CFC on remote memory and generalization to determine if the effects of test order are dependent on the formation of an associative contextual fear memory.
Mice were trained in either the standard CFC protocol or exposed to brief training ( Figure 3A) , which normally does not produce associative memory (Fanselow, 1990) . A third group of mice was exposed to Context A for 3 min in the absence of foot shocks. Analysis of the effect of conditioning protocol on freezing to Context A or Context B by two-way ANOVA indicated a main effect of Training Protocol (Figure 3B ; Training Protocol: F (2,84) = 43.25, p < 0.0001). In particular, with the brief training protocol, we observed minimal levels of freezing to either context. Moreover, the levels of freezing produced by the brief training protocol were not statistically different from those observed in control mice that were exposed to the fear conditioning chambers in the absence of shock. However, Tukey's post hoc test revealed that freezing behavior produced by standard training was significantly greater than that produced by the brief training protocol (Figure 3B ; p < 0.0001 for brief vs. standard training for either Context A or Context B). We conclude that, like contextual fear memory, the generalization of contextual fear at remote time points is an associative process for female mice in our paradigm.
Experiment 3: Female (B→A) Mice Exhibit Context Discrimination at Proximal Intervals
In Experiment 1, we observed that female mice tested in Context B prior to Context A exhibited similar levels of freezing in both contexts, indicating poor context discrimination ( Figures 2B,C) . To determine whether the emergence of this phenotype was time-dependent, we performed the same experiment in female and male mice at proximal time intervals ( Figure 4A) . Here, a two-way ANOVA showed a main effect of Test Context ( Figure 4B ; Test Context: F (1,56) = 16.32, p = 0.0002), but no significant effect of Sex. Bonferroni's post hoc test determined that freezing in Context A vs. Context B was significant for both males (p = 0.0068) and females (p = 0.0208). Additionally, an unpaired t-test did not identify a significant difference in the discrimination index between males and females ( Figure 4C) . Therefore, although test order was an important factor in females at remote time intervals, female mice were perfectly capable of discriminating between training and generalization contexts at proximal time-points, consistent with the idea that the generalization of fear increases over time (Wiltgen and Silva, 2007) .
Experiment 4: Pre-exposure to the Training Context Enhances Context Discrimination in Females
Given that remote fear generalization in females is dependent on the formation of an associative memory, we hypothesized that pre-exposure to the training context (Context A) may enhance context discrimination by improving contextual learning and strengthening the representation of Context A. In theory, pre-exposure should ameliorate the effects of test order and reduce the generalized freezing in Context B that we observed in female mice if, in fact, generalization resulted from forming a weaker representation of Context A (Fanselow, 1990; Urcelay and Miller, 2014) . To examine these possibilities, female mice were pre-exposed to Context A for either a single 10 min session or two 10 min sessions on consecutive days prior to conditioning ( Figure 5A ). Control mice were not pre-exposed to Context A, but were fear conditioned as usual in Context A, followed by the same type and order of retrieval tests as the other experimental groups. Like previous experiments, freezing in Context A and Context B was evaluated 3 weeks later.
In comparing the effects of pre-exposure to the female (B→A) data from Experiment 1, we detected a significant main effect of Test Context by two-way ANOVA, as well as a trend for a main effect of Pre-exposure Sessions ( Figure 5B ; Test Context: F (1,84) = 34.250, p < 0.0001; Pre-exposure Sessions: F (2,84) = 2.837, p = 0.0642). In addition, we observed a significant interaction between Test Context and Pre-exposure Sessions ( Figure 5B ; Test Context × Pre-exposure Sessions: F (2,84) = 6.106, p = 0.0033). Bonferroni post hoc correction demonstrated that pre-exposure caused a significant increase in freezing to Context A vs. no pre-exposure, although there was no difference between one or two pre-exposure sessions ( Figure 5B ; Context A: 1 pre-exposure vs. no pre-exposure, p = 0.0017; two pre-exposure sessions vs. no pre-exposure, p = 0.0076). We observed a modest, dose-dependent reduction in freezing to Context B as a function of pre-exposure sessions, but the effect did not survive post hoc testing.
In comparing discrimination indices as a function of Pre-exposure using a one-way ANOVA, we found a significant main effect of Pre-exposure sessions ( Figure 5C ; Pre-exposure Sessions: F (2,42) = 11.370, p = 0.0001). Tukey's multiple comparisons test revealed a significant increase in discrimination index with Pre-exposure vs. without Pre-exposure ( Figure 5C ; No Pre-exposure vs. 1 Pre-exposure Session, p = 0.0025; no Pre-exposure vs. 2 Pre-exposure Sessions: p = 0.0001), but there was no difference between 1 or 2 Pre-exposure Sessions. Therefore, the ability of female mice to discriminate between contexts presented in the (B→A) test order was greatly enhanced by pre-exposure, and this effect was predominantly driven by improved contextual fear memory for the training context, rather than by a reduction in generalized freezing to Context B. These results suggest that pre-exposure enables female mice to form a more detailed contextual representation of the training context, which in turn supports greater memory precision.
Experiment 5: Tactile Contextual Elements Promote Generalization of Remote Contextual Fear and Reduce Discrimination in Males
As indicated earlier, the contexts used in the previous experiments were designed to be as distinct as possible to establish baseline levels of contextual fear generalization. We next asked if manipulating particular features between the training and generalization contexts could influence generalization aside from test order. A particularly salient feature in CFC is tactile information provided by the grid floor through which foot shocks are delivered (Huckleberry et al., 2016) .
Therefore, we examined whether inclusion of this contextual element in a novel test context C that was otherwise completely different from the training context would have an impact on a remote generalization ( Figure 6A) . In this experiment, we detected main effects of Test Context, Test Order, and Sex by three-way ANOVA, as well as several two-way interactions between these factors ( Figure 6B ; Test Context: F (1,96) = 22.40, p < 0.0001; Test Order: F (1,96) = 22.96, p < 0.0001; Sex: F (1,96) = 11.13, p = 0.0012; Test Context × Test Order: F (1,96) = 20.25, p < 0.0001; Test Order × Sex: F (1,96) = 8.24, p = 0.0050). A three-way interaction fell short of statistical significance (p = 0.1153), while Bonferroni post hoc comparisons identified significant effects of Test Context for males and females in the (A→C) groups ( Figure 6B ; Males: p = 0.0006; Females: p < 0.0001). Analysis of discrimination indices by two-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of Test Order as well as an interaction between Test Order and Sex ( Figure 6C ; Test Order: F (1,48) = 20.08, p < 0.0001; Test Order × Sex: F (1,96) = 9.28, p = 0.0038). In addition, Bonferroni post hoc comparisons identified a significant effect of Test Order for females only (p < 0.0001).
As in Experiment 1, we also examined the effects of test order on freezing to Context A and Context C within male and female groups using a two-way ANOVA to increase statistical power. Analysis of female mice revealed a main effect of Test Context as well as a Test Order × Test Context interaction ( Figure 6B ; Test Context: F (1,48) = 9.624, p = 0.0032; Test In summary, both male and female mice were able to discriminate between Context A and Context C when presented in the (A→C) test order, although the overall discrimination index for males was markedly lower than in the previous experiments utilizing completely distinct contexts (compare Figures 2C, 6C) . However, for both males and females, context discrimination was abolished by testing in the reverse order. This observation is consistent with earlier work demonstrating the importance of tactile elements in driving context discrimination at proximal time intervals in male mice (Huckleberry et al., 2016) . On the other hand, female mice in the (A→C) group showed robust context discrimination, suggesting that tactile features are much less salient for females than for males at remote time intervals. Furthermore, test order became a significant variable for males only when the generalization context retained salient features of the training context (Figure 6 ), but not when contexts were sufficiently distinct (Figure 2 ).
Experiment 6: Tactile Contextual Elements Promote Generalization of Proximal Contextual Fear and Reduce Discrimination in Males and Females in the (C→A) Test Order
Given the generalized fear and absence of contextual discrimination observed in both males and females in the (C→A) group in Figure 6 , we next evaluated whether such behavioral patterns are likewise present in the 24-48 h ( Figure 7A ) following initial CFC, or whether they develop over time. We observed that both males and females exhibited similar levels of freezing in Context A and Context C (Figure 7B) , with no evidence of contextual discrimination ( Figure 7C) . Therefore, tactile information provided by the metal grid floor in an otherwise distinct context (Context C) is sufficient to promote levels of freezing similar to what we observed for the training context (Context A), at least for the (C→A) test order.
DISCUSSION
Contextual fear generalization and context discrimination at remote time-points are strongly influenced by several factors, including the saliency of specific contextual features, test order, and sex differences. Furthermore, these experimental variables interact to modulate behavior. The key findings of our studies over remote time intervals are as follows: (1) female mice are predisposed to exhibiting generalized fear in the first context that they encounter at remote time points after CFC, as well as poor context discrimination, even if the training and testing contexts are perceptually distinct; (2) the latter effects require the formation of an associative memory, and emerge over time; (3) for female mice, pre-exposure improves discrimination primarily by enhancing memory for the training context, rather than by reducing generalization; (4) both male and female mice exhibit greater freezing in the training context when presented before vs. after the generalization context, which may involve reconsolidation and interference rather than inter-trial extinction; and (5) tactile cues are more salient for male mice than for females.
Test Order Influences Remote Fear Generalization in Females
In our experiments, female mice exhibited generalized fear at remote time-points when first tested in a non-reinforced generalization context (Context B or C). This finding builds on previous observations showing an effect of test order at proximal time-points (Huckleberry et al., 2016; Keiser et al., 2017) . However, in contrast to the latter studies, our observations were made using a generalization context (Context B) that was designed to be as perceptually distinct as possible from the training context (Context A). In fact, female mice showed robust differences in freezing in the training and generalization contexts as a function of test order, irrespective of whether the generalization context was distinct from, or shared at least one important contextual feature with, the training context. In addition, these effects were particularly apparent when evaluated in terms of discrimination indices, which permitted control over inter-individual variability in freezing levels. For male mice, despite the fact that overall differences in freezing levels varied as a function of a test order, remote discrimination between Context A and Context B was unaffected by test order and remained high. We conclude that male mice are, overall, less sensitive than females to the effects of a test order.
What can explain these observations? It is unlikely that the effect of test order is produced by sex differences in US processing because manual scoring of shock responsivity (e.g., running and jumping behavior) revealed no significant differences between males and females (data not shown). In addition, differences in inter-trial extinction are unlikely to be a contributing factor, because a single test session lasting only 3 min is not sufficient to support extinction (Lattal and Maughan, 2012) , while the large difference in freezing levels in the training vs. generalization context in the (A→B or C) test order would entail a far greater rate of contextual fear extinction than one would typically observe in mice. Furthermore, the potential role of extinction is rendered all the more improbable by the substantial perceptual differences of the training and generalization contexts.
It is also unlikely that cues present during transport or from the experimenter strongly influenced our findings because female mice exhibited low levels of freezing in the generalization context in the (A→B or C) test order, even though both the experimenter and transport cues remained static. Moreover, in the brief training protocol, which emphasizes the salience of extra-contextual cues and features relative to the conditioning context, female mice did not show significant freezing to the generalization context. While we cannot fully rule out the possibility that transport cues or the experimenter did not in some way act as ''occasion setters'' for heightened conditioned freezing exhibited by female mice upon placement in the first testing context (Holland, 1992) , we would not expect to observe such low levels of freezing in the generalization context if extracontextual information were important.
Although animals were not trained to asymptotic levels of freezing, another potential explanation for the bi-directional shift in freezing in the B→A or C test order is that the reinforced training context shared associative strength with the non-reinforced generalization context. However, this interpretation is also unlikely given that the environments (i.e., Context B vis-à-vis Context A) were as different as possible along tactile, olfactory, visual, and spatial dimensions. While earlier work demonstrates a time-dependent increase in generalization irrespective of test order and without a reduction in freezing to the training context (Wiltgen and Silva, 2007) , it is important to recognize that differences in procedural variables such as fear conditioning parameters (e.g., shock number, intensity, and delivery schedule) and test design (e.g., similarity between training and generalization contexts, and timing of retrieval tests), as well as mouse genetic background, may preclude rigorous comparison of studies.
In our study, we speculate that the effect of test order in females may result from inadequate CS learning (see Spence, 1936) coupled with a mismatch between the expected and actual outcome, as captured by Pearce-Hall, Rescorla-Wagner, and Temporal-Difference theoretical models (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Pearce and Hall, 1980; Sutton, 1988) . This hypothesis is supported by the fact that (1) our effects depended on associative learning; and (2) increasing pre-exposure to the training context, and thus increasing learning about the CS, ameliorated the test order effect, primarily by enhancing the strength of the context-specific fear memory. The reduced levels of freezing shown by females vs. males in Context A when tested prior to the generalization context are consistent with the idea of a weaker contextual representation. Although female mice can form a contextual representation of the training context, such a representation becomes more detailed as a consequence of pre-exposure (Rudy and O'Reilly, 1999; Keiser et al., 2017) , which may be driven by learning-related structural changes in key hippocampal circuits that support memory precision (Ruediger et al., 2011) . Finally, individuals with PTSD show greater reactivity to prediction errors, while females, in particular, show a greater difficulty with the encoding of prediction errors (Ross et al., 2018; Homan et al., 2019) . Thus, it is plausible that fear generalization in female mice is a product of inadequate CS learning compounded by changes in prediction error.
Tactile Features Are More Salient for Males
Previous work has shown that tactile and olfactory elements exert the most powerful influence over the generalization of contextual fear at proximal time-points in males (Huckleberry et al., 2016) . Thus, we also explored the consequences of retaining the metal grid floor in the generalization context (Context C) at a remote time-point. While this manipulation strongly inhibited remote contextual discrimination in male mice, females continued to exhibit strong discrimination between the training and generalization contexts as long as the training context was presented first. In other words, whereas female mice only exhibited heightened freezing in the generalization context when tested first-regardless of perceptual features-males showed pronounced generalization only when the training and generalization contexts shared at least one perceptual element (i.e., tactile cues provided by the metal grid). Thus, our observations support the notion that tactile features are, overall, more salient for males than for females. Finally, both males and females failed to exhibit context discrimination at proximal intervals when the generalization context (Context C) was presented first. Therefore, the absence of context discrimination at remote intervals with the latter test order is not a phenomenon that emerges over time, in contrast to what we observed in behavioral experiments using distinct training and generalization contexts.
Role of Interference and Reconsolidation on Test Order Effects
Both male and female mice exhibited heightened freezing to the training context at remote time intervals when tested prior to the generalization context, in comparison to the reverse order. Furthermore, we observed this effect for both generalization contexts (Contexts B and C). For reasons stated earlier, we would argue against inter-trial extinction as a contributing factor in the observed behavioral outputs. Instead, fear generalization is modulated by proactive and retroactive interference produced by exposure to novel contexts (Besnard and Sahay, 2016) , and it is possible that initial exposure to the non-reinforced generalization context could drive a reassignment in cue value that produces a concomitant reduction of freezing to the training context. Initial exposure to the generalization context may support partial reactivation of the aversive training memory that is subsequently reconsolidated in an attenuated form. Conversely, initial testing in the training context serves as a reminder that promotes memory accuracy and therefore improves discrimination when animals are subsequently exposed to the generalization context (De Oliveira Alvares et al., 2013) . However, the neurobiological mechanisms governing reconsolidation at remote time intervals are likely to be distinct from those operating at proximal time-points, when context discrimination remains high for female mice. Post-discrimination shifts in generalization gradients represent another potential mechanism by which freezing in the training context at remote time-points may be reduced by prior testing in the generalization context (ten Cate and Rowe, 2007) . Furthermore, we speculate that memory storage processes such as pattern completion and reconsolidation may be differentially engaged among males and females (Rolls, 2013) , as well as stress-induced alterations (Zoladz et al., 2011) on systems-level processes that operate during remote memory retrieval (Asok et al., 2019b) . Additional experiments are needed to investigate these and other explanations.
Evolutionary Implications of Test Order Effects
The proclivity to exhibit a heightened fear response in the first context presented after an aversive event may represent an optimal evolutionary strategy for female mice (Kelley, 1988; Huckleberry et al., 2016; Bangasser and Wicks, 2017) . For example, although an inappropriate or excessive defensive response may interfere with the acquisition of resources obtained through potentially risky behaviors such as foraging, such a strategy of erring on the side of safety is more likely to ensure reproductive success in the long run. In this regard, the increased generalization of contextual fear observed in female mice at remote time-points supports the idea that the selection of an optimal defensive strategy is sex-dependent (Gruene et al., 2015; Shansky, 2018) . In the absence of sex differences in US processing, our findings are consistent with the idea that the CS or context representation is weaker in females. Importantly, in our study, conditioning parameters such as context placementto-shock interval as well as the shock intensity and shock duration, produced levels of freezing comparable to studies that use a single-trial conditioning paradigm (Fanselow, 1986 (Fanselow, , 1990 Wiltgen et al., 2001) . Finally, sex differences in generalization and context discrimination at proximal intervals are thought to reflect a differential recruitment of hippocampal and amygdalar circuitry (Keiser et al., 2017) . This is likely true for remote memories and warrants further investigation.
PTSD
Animal models based on fear conditioning have generated a wealth of elementary knowledge into the molecular and neural circuit mechanisms that mediate the storage and retrieval of aversive memory (Schafe et al., 2001; Maren et al., 2013) . Such studies have provided a useful framework with which to understand how the aberrant processing of fear memory may contribute to psychopathological changes observed in PTSD (Ross et al., 2017; Norrholm and Jovanovic, 2018; Zuj and Norrholm, 2019) . Given that PTSD is a disorder of fear memory (McNally, 2006; Ross et al., 2017) , and that fear is highly conserved throughout the animal kingdom (LeDoux, 2012; Adolphs, 2013) , it is plausible that fear conditioning-based studies in rodents can reveal causative pathological mechanisms that govern the development of PTSD. However, we acknowledge that fear conditioning per se does not represent a complete model of PTSD. At best, animal studies can only model sub-components (i.e., intermediate phenotypes and endophenotypes) of these disorders, some of which are nonetheless highly amenable to experimentation in animals, such as fear generalization. Indeed, the generalization of contextual fear in humans is a relatively underexplored area of research (Andreatta et al., 2015) , and our studies in mice should inform the design of experiments with human subjects.
Summary
Our findings reveal behavioral and parametric constraints of fear generalization and context discrimination in female mice at remote time-points. These findings also highlight how sex differences in the acquisition, consolidation, or retrieval of contextual representations may influence defensive behaviors to neutral environments long after the learning has occurred. Moreover, our findings point to the need for a better understanding of how contextual processing differs between sexes in hippocampal subfields to promote or prevent remote fear generalization, and how such differences might contribute to overgeneralization. Alterations in contextual processing have been proposed as a core feature in disorders including PTSD (Maren et al., 2013) . Future studies that examine how hippocampal circuits interact with cortical networks to encode, store, and maintain contextual representations during systems consolidation will provide significant insights into the sex-specific neurobiological mechanisms of psychopathological disorders such as PTSD.
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